A recent concept for collective acceleration and focusinf of a high energy electron bunch is discussed, in the context of its possible applicability to large linear colliders in the TEV range. The scheme can be considered to be a member of the general class of two-beam accelerators, where a high current, low voltage beam produces the acceleration fields for a trailing high energy bunch.
Introduction
This concept for a collective electron acceleratorl uses a low-energy, high-currenit "charging beam" propagating in relatively low density gas in the so-called "ion focused regime'2"4 to generate a very thin unneutralized ion column. This ion column provides a medium for focusing and accelerating a second pulse of high energy electrons.
The acceleration fields are generated by rapid neutralization of the ion space charge from a laser-induced ionization "wave" moving a short distance behind the charging beam at the speed of light. A serious limitation with the thin annular ring is the diffraction of the laser beam; it would have to be refocused and/or reinjected frequently down the acceleration tube. As already noted, we have no conclusions at this point on the most practical and/or desirable profile for the plasma.
Conceptual System
In spite of the primitive state of analysis and experimental verification of the basic acceleration mechanism, it is worthwhile to try to visualize the architecture of an overall system to see if it is compatible with a high energy collider. In Fig. 2 , we illustrate such an architecture. The induction accelerator beam has its "tail" sharpened by a laser ionization "kicker" before injection into the conducting accelerator tube ( -1-2 centimeters in diameter). The high energy bunch would be desired from a damping ring, as in the SLC. The diffraction length of the laser pulse, and the "smearing" of the sharp tail on the charging electron beam, both 
